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“I thank him for my life” – The incredible story of Zoltán Kubinyi 
  
Balla Eszter (San Francisco) 
February 28, 2014 
  
  
The history of Zoltán Kubinyi is at once an unusual adventure about an escape and an example of a Hungarian 
army officer with a backbone in the midst of the horrors of the Second World War.  Marta Fuchs, a San Francisco 
librarian, wrote a thriller entitled Legacy of Rescue: A Daughter’s Tribute about her father Miksa Fuchs and the 
rescue by, and tragedy of, the Hungarian army officer. We talked about the author’s reflections and sense of 
historical mission. 
  
  
What made you decide to memorialize the history of Zoltán Kubinyi?  
  
The answer is very simple: The Hungarian army officer Zoltán 
Kubinyi in 1945 saved my father, and therefore, my brother 
and me also; in fact, our children owe their lives to him as 
well. I owe him that much that the world should know about 
such a man of integrity. The history of my family I already 
wrote with my brother in the book entitled Fragments of a 
Family, in which we also spoke about Kubinyi. But I could not 
rest until I honored Zoltán Kubinyi’s memory in a separate 
book as well. In honor of my father’s centennial birthday I 
finally published the work as a birthday gift. 
  
Why did you wait so long? 
  
It wasn’t entirely up to me.  In fact, for a long time I hardly 
knew much about my parents’ past. My mother’s family went 
through the Auschwitz death camp. Altogether three sisters 
lived through the genocide.  My father was in the forced labor 
battalions in the Ukraine for 5 years, and was the sole 
survivor of his family. Two older sisters and an older brother 
along with their six children died in Auschwitz. After the war, 
my parents settled in their hometown, Tokaj. When the 1956 
Revolution broke out, they decided that we should escape 
from Hungary. They saw that their children’s future would be 



more secure abroad.  We eventually ended up in California. We adapted, studied, lived our lives. My brother 
Henry is an internationally renowned scholar; I’m a psychotherapist and librarian. 
  
 
Did your parents talk a lot about the past? 
  
Interestingly enough, barely at all. I don’t exactly know the reason, but sociologically and psychologically speaking 
there are explanations. In America not everyone was interested in remembering the genocide. And I think that my 
parents never wanted to cause suffering by burdening us children. They were optimistic, gracious, good people 
throughout their lives. They considered themselves Hungarian and Jewish and raised us children accordingly. 

 
How did the Kubinyi story surface?  
  
Entirely by chance.  I was 
working in San Francisco at 
the Holocaust Library when 
a film director in 1987 came 
in wanting to do a 
documentary about 
survivors.  As I was helping 
my parents prepare for the 
interview, it was then that I 
actually heard for the first 
time what really happened 
to my father during World 
War II. I questioned him, 
persistently asked, and with 
his recollections the picture 
slowly came together. 

 

 

How did the story begin? 

My father was in the Ukraine with about 250 Jewish men in a labor camp in the Bryansk Forest where for 5 years 
they did logging. When in 1945 the Germans were forced to retreat on the Russian front, the situation also became 
more chaotic in the camp. Partisans hiding in the woods urged the forced laborers to kill their guards, confiscate 
their weapons, and join them. The majority of the men rejected this idea, for on the one hand, the Hungarian 
guards did not treat them badly, why would they kill them? And on the other hand, the partisan life seemed 
especially dangerous for the frail, elderly men. Nonetheless, many escaped for which the punishment of 
decimation was imminent. When the Commanding Officer happened to be injured, a new Commander became in 
charge, a deeply religious Seventh Day Adventist, Zoltán Kubinyi. 

 
 



 Did it seem from the first moment that he was humane? 
  
Yes, because he respected the Jewish religious customs. When the Germans decided to disband the labor camp, 
the captives to be taken to Germany to be liquidated, Kubinyi defied the orders and marched the detachment into 
Hungary.  Near Kassa, military police surrounded them whose intent was for the group to end up in Germany. 
Kubinyi got them drunk and when they fell asleep, in the dark of night the men continued further into Hungary. 
They reached Ballassagyarmát, the first major city already under Russian control. The Russians received the 
forced laborers in friendship, but they captured the Hungarian soldiers. Despite my father and the other men 
pleading with Zoltán Kubinyi to take off his uniform, as did the majority of the soldiers, her remained adamant. 
He was proud to be a Hungarian army officer who had served his country honorably and he had done nothing 
wrong.  My father and the others pleaded with the Russians also, asserting that their lieutenant was a good man. 
But they captured him, took him as a prisoner of war to Siberia, and barely a year later he died of typhus. He was 
45 years old and was buried in an unmarked grave. Kubinyi left behind a young widow and infant son in Budapest. 
For a year the labor camp men took turns sending care packages of food supplies to them.   

Did others also confirm your father’s recollections? 
  
This was absolutely necessary. Another labor camp member likewise gave testimony about Zoltán Kubinyi.  In 
1990 at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem Kubinyi’s name was inscribed in the Garden of the Righteous.    In 2005 when I 
found his name there, according to Jewish tradition I place four stones on Kubinyi’s wall in honor of my father’s 
four grandchildren and said the mourner’s prayer for my father’s rescuer.  I was thinking that we will never find 
Zoltán Kubinyi’s grave and that this is really his final resting place. 

 How did you find Kubinyi’s family? 
  
It wasn’t easy before the days of the Internet.  My father heard that they were living in Miskolc. I telephoned 
everyone with the name of Kubinyi; perhaps someone could give me some information. I ended up coming back 
from Hungary in 1991 without success.  I entrusted Tokaj friends to continue the search. A couple months later 
they informed me that they found the son, Márton Gábor Kubinyi.  We immediately began corresponding, and in 
turn he and my father corresponded for many years. In 1994 at the Tokaj Holocaust Commemoration I was able to 
meet him and thank him. It was a very moving experience. As it turned out, his mother never believed that his 
father had died and expected his return until the end of her days. Because of his family situation, Márton could 
not continue school and from age 14 started working. He became a bus driver. In 2011 with my brother Henry we 
took our children to meet the Kubinyi family in Hungary. We spent a fantastic afternoon together. Since then, 
Márton unfortunately has passed away, but with his widow and grandchildren we continue to keep in touch. 

The American press calls your book a “positive Holocaust” book. What does that mean for you? 
  
There was a hero, who as my father wrote, “risked his own life, and stood up for and defended the innocent, 
persecuted people.” I am determined to have a wider audience know about Zoltán Kubinyi. We are in need of his 
example in our divided world. I hope that it doesn’t seem cliché, but for me his example is also a personal 
inspiration. It means that everyone can do something to make a difference, something that has a positive impact 
on those around them. I consider this a worthy lesson and have raised my children accordingly. 

  
	  


